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Fact: Did you know that the kit fox dug the den under the ground and under the soil that we plant flowers and trees isn’t that so cool?

Danger: the kit foxes are getting killed because of us we are killing the kit foxes to protect their animals (pets and livestock) we have to help the kit fox.

The Kit Foxes coats change color each summer and winter at summer they turn brown and in the winter they turn gray.

The brown part on the map is were the Kit Fox lives.

How we can help the Kit fox is…
We can clean garbage and recycling bin with bleach or with ammonia you can also remove unsecured trash, pet food, and strongly scented items from your yard if you have one.

Make sure that the Kit Fox don’t stay next to humans at all cost.

Did you know that the life for the Kit Fox in the wild is 7-8 years? and they live in the San Joaquin.

Did you know that the kit fox dug the den under the ground and under the soil that we plant flowers and tree isn’t that so cool.
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Did you know that the Kit Foxes are the smallest member of the canid family in North America.

The kit fox body measures 12 inches and the length to the tail.

The kit fox is an amazing hunter. The fox is a super fierce runner dashing all around the forest keeping their eye on their prey.

The kit fox eat... California ground squirrel, white footed mice, rat, pocket mice, rabbit, and more.
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San Joaquin kit foxes have lost their habitat because people have been taking their habitat and trees to build houses and it takes over their habitat and they will not be able to find food to eat.

Kit foxes live in san Joaquin. Kit foxes are getting sick from rodenticides and pesticides and San Joaquin Kit foxes are being threatened by people, Kit foxes are losing their habitat.

Kit foxes live in the brown spots also on other maps the brown spots on any map can show you where they live.